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LOW POWER CSD LINEAR PHASE FIR FILTER ARCHITECTURE USING 
VIRTUAL COMMON SUBEXPRESSION AND FILTER DESIGN METHOD 

THEREFOR 

BACKGROUD OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present disclosure relates to digital filters, and more particularly, to 

low-power canonical signed digit ("CSD") filter architectures using common 

subexpressions. 

2. Description of the Related Art 

Digital filters are typically made by forming, in a semiconductor substrate, 

circuits including multipliers, adders and delay devices. Filter coefficients, input 

signals and output signals of the digital filters are generally expressed as 2's 

complements. For high-speed and low-power filters that are required in 

intermediate frequency ("IF") down-converter chips, such as, for example, those 

used in terminals for mobile radio communication systems and/or cellular phone 

systems, multiplication is typically performed with only adders and not multipliers. 

The digital filters that are designed with such adders and delay devices 

without multipliers typically employ a canonical signed digit ("CSD") type of 

expression, rather than a 2'complement type of expression. The reason is that 

when any filter coefficients are expressed as binary digits, the CSD type is less 

than the 2'complement in the number of "1" digits used therein. However, the 

CSD type of expression differs from the 2's complement in that the CSD type 

employs both the numerals "1" and "-1". In the CSD type, adders are used when 

"1" is employed and subtracters are used when     is used. In these cases, the 

costs for designing "1" and     are generally the same. 

Generally, the number of "1" numerals or the number of numerals 

that are used in the filter is the same as the number of adders or subtracters. 



respectively. That is, if the total number of "1" or     numerals is m in a filter, (m- 

1) adders or subtracters are needed to implement the filter. For example, if 

m=24,23 adders are needed. 

However, CSD type filters may share a common subexpression, thereby 

deaeasing the number ofadders. When a linear phase finite impulse response ("FIR") 

filter has 8 coefficients, the coefficients h0~h3 are symmetric to the coefficients h7~h4, 

respectively. Thus, the linear phase FIR filter has more common subexpressions than a 

typical FIR filter. 

Three examples for designing FIR filters will be explained hereinafter by 

using common subexpressions that are created in symmetric filter coefficients. 

First, the following linear phase FIR filter of 14 taps is considered: 

H{z) = ho + hizV h2Z^+ h3Z-^+ h4Z-^+ h5Z-^+ h6Z-^+ h7Z-^+ h8Z^+ hgz^n- 

hioz'°+ hiiz''+ hi2Z-'2+ h^3z-i3 

If the above filter coefficients are expressed as the CSD type of Table 1, 

the numeral     is indicated as "N". 

Table 1 

-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 

hO N 1 

h1 N 1 

h2 N 1 

h3 N 1 

h4 N 1 

h5 1 N 1 

h6 1 N 1 

In Table 1, "0" is not shown but left blanked and the coefficients of h7 

through h13 are omitted because the coefficients are symmetric to the 



coefficients of hO through h6. The transverse directions indicate CSD type filter 

coefficients that are expressed with 9 "bits" and the columns indicate filter 

coefficients, respectively. That is, the filter coefficient of hO is 0100N0010, which 

is a CSD type of coefficient. In Table 1, the transverse direction indicates shifting 

and column direction indicates delay. The first row and first column having a non- 

zero numeral or coefficient is defined by x1 as a reference point. 

The respective coefficient subexpressions are indicated by the following 

mathematical formulas: 

ho:x2 = X1-X1 » 3 + Xi » 6 

hi:x3 = X1-X1 » 3 + xi » 7 

h2:x4 = X1-X1 » 3 + Xi » 5 

haixs = X1-X1 » 4 + xi » 6 

h4:x6 = X1-X1 » 2 + xi » 6 

h5:x7 = xi » 1-xi» 3 + xi » 6 

herxa = Xi» (-1) -xi » 3 + Xi » 6 

In the above formula, the symbol"»" indicates "shift". For instance, in 

the expression "ho:x2 = xi -xi» 3 + xi » 6", -xi » 3 means shift of 3 bits and xi 

» 6 means shift of 6 bits when x1 is a reference point. Here, the "x1" itself 

means a shift of 1 bit. Accordingly, the shifted total numbers of bits are -1, -(-4) 

and -7, respectively. In the same manner, hi:x3 = xi-xi » 3 + xi » 7 is 

indicated as -1 ,-(-4),-8. The "-(-4)" means "+4", which, as is indicated by N in the 

Table 1, requires subtracters for calculation. The output signal is expressed by 

the following equation using the above subexpressions: 

y = X2 » 1 + X3[-1] » 1 + X4[-2]» 1 + X5[-3]» 1 + X6[-4]» 1 + X7[-5]» 1 

+ symmetry 

After all, an output can be expressed as the sum of various input signals 

"x"s that are shifted and delayed. The "symmetry", which is used here as a 



1 

simple symbol, means that symmetric coefficients are repeated. That is, the 

coefficients of h7 through h13 are omitted and expressed by the term "symmetry" 

because they are symmetric relative to the coefficients of h6 through hO, 

respectively. If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions such as described 

5       above is designed by using a transposed direct form, the configuration shown in 

FIG. 1 is obtained. 

In FIG. 1, the lines TI-^TZ indicate taps, the adders are indicated as the 

symbols Ai (i indicate natural numbers more than 0), the delayers Di, the input 

signal x, and the output signal y, respectively. In the figure, the subtracter for 

10       performing subtraction is expressed by an adder, but the input terminal of the 

subtracter is designated by the symbolIt should be noted that the term 

"adder" that is used in the present specification includes the addition function for 

performing positive addition as well as the same function as a subtracter for 

performing negative addition or subtraction. 

15 Referring to FIG. 1, the adders A1 and A2 shown in the tap line T1 

perform additions of -1, -4, -7 and implement the coefficient hO, and the adders 

A3 and A4 shown in the tap line T2 perform additions of -1, -4, -8 and implement 

the coefficient h1. The figures -n (where n is an integer) such as    , -4, -8" 

mean 2 ^^ and indicate an n-bit right shift operation. Thus, the input signal x is 

20       multiplied with -1, -4 and -8 by a shift register before the addition operation is 

performed. The "-n" shown In FIG. 1 is implemented by shift register hardware. 

The delayers D1 to D13 delay the outputs of the corresponding adders by 

a predetermined time in order to obtain the output signal y. The reason that the 

coefficient hO is designed with -1 ,-4,-7 is that the x1 should be designed by 

25       performing a shift of -1 once more than in the design formula since the x1 itself 

as a reference point includes a shift of -1. 

The number of adders that are used to implement the filter shown in FIG. 

1 is as follows: First, 14 adders A1 through A14 are needed to obtain each of the 

filter coefficients because the total number of filter coefficients is 7 and two 

4 
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adders per one filter coefficient are used. In addition, 13 adders A15 through A27 

are needed to obtain the output signal. Accordingly, the total number of adders is 

14+13=27. 

As shown in Table 1, even though the subexpression of hO is similar to 

5       that of the other coefficients, they are not a common subexpression and the 

number of additions cannot be reduced by conventional methods. Only when a 

method for decreasing the number of additions is obtained in such a 

subexpression can a low-power and high-speed filter can be designed from the 

CSD type filter. 

10 As described above, the adders in the filter configuration shown in FIG. 1 

can be somewhat reduced in number by using a common subexpression that is 

created using symmetry of filter coefficients. However, there remains a problem 

that a relatively large number of adders are still needed in the configuration. 

As a second case, consideration of a linear phase FIR filter of 10 taps is 

15       as follows: 

H(z) = ho + hizV h2Z^+ h3Z'^+ h4Z^ + h5Z^+ h6Z^+ hzz^+ h8Z^+ hgz^ 

If the coefficients of the above filters are designated as a CSD type such 

20       as shown in Table 2, the numeral "-1" is indicated by N as follows: 

Table 2 

-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 

HO 1 N 1 N 

H1 N 1 N 

H2 1 1 N 

H3 1 N N 

H4 1 N 1 

5 



In Table 2, "0" is left blanked and the coefficients of h5 through h9 are 

omitted because the coefficients are symmetric to the coefficients of hO through 

h4. The row directions indicate CSD type filter coefficients that are expressed 

with 9 bits and the columns indicate filter coefficients, respectively. That is, the 

filter coefficient of hO is 01N0010N0, which is a CSD type of coefficient. In Table 

2, the row direction Indicates shifting and the column direction indicates delay. 

The first row and first column are defined by x1 as a reference point. 

The respective coefliclent subexpressions are indicated by the following 

mathematical fonnulas: 

ho:x2 = Xi-Xi » 2 + xi » 5 - xi » 7 

hi:x3 = -xi » 2 + Xi » 5 - xi » 7 

h2:x4 = xi + xi » 5 - Xi » 7 

haiXs = Xi - Xi » 2 - Xi » 7 

h4:x6 = Xi - Xi » 2 + xi » 5 

The output signal can be expressed by using the above subexpression as 

follows: 

y = X2 + X3[-1] + X4[-2] + X5[-3] + X6[-4] + symmetry 

If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions such as described 

above is designed by using a transposed direct form, the configuration shown in 

FIG. 2 is obtained. 

In FIG. 2, the lines T1~T5 indicate taps like in FIG. 1, the adders are 

indicated as the symbols Ai (i indicate natural numbers more than 0), the 

delayers Di, the input signal x, and the output signal y, respectively. In the 

drawing, a subtracter for performing subtraction is expressed by an adder, but 

the input terminal of the subtracter is designated by the symbol 

Referring to FIG. 2, the adders A1, A2 and A3, shown in the tap line T1, 

perform additions of -1, -3, -6 and -8 to implement the coefficient hO; and the 



adders A4 and A5 shown in the tap line T2 perform additions of -3, -6 and -8 to 

implement the coefficient h1. The delayers D1 to D9 delay the outputs of the 

corresponding adders by a predetermined time in order to obtain the output 

signal y. 

The number of adders that are used to design the filter shown in FIG. 2 is 

as follows: First, 11 adders A1 through A11 are needed to obtain the filter 

coefficients because the total numbers of filter coefficients each are 3, 2, 2, 2 and 

2. In addition, 9 adders A12 through A20 are needed and connected to the 

delayers so that addition is performed to obtain the output. Accordingly, the total 

number of adders is 11+9=20. 

As shown in Table 2, since the subexpression of hO is similar to that of 

the other coefficients, but they cannot be a common subexpression, the number 

of additions cannot be reduced. Only when a method for decreasing the number 

of additions is obtained in such a subexpression can a low-power and high-speed 

filter be designed from the CSD type filter. 

As described above, the adders in the filter configuration shown in FIG. 2 

can be somewhat reduced in the number by using a common subexpression that 

is created using the symmetry of filter coefficients. However, there remains a 

problem that a relatively large number of adders are still needed in the resulting 

configuration. 

As a third case, consideration is made of the following linear phase FIR 

filter of 10 taps: 

H(z) = ho + hiz V h2Z2+ haz^+ h4Z^ + hgz^+ h6Z"^+ hyz^+ h8Z^+ hgz'^ 

If the coefficients of the above filters are designated as a CSD type such 

as in Table 3, the numeral "-1" is indicated by N. 



Table 3 

-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 

HO 1 N 1 N 

H1 N N 1 N 

H2 1 1 1 N 

H3 1 N N N 

H4 1 N 1 1 

In Table 3, "0" is left blanked and the coefficients of h5 through h9 are 

omitted because the coefficients are symmetric to the coefficients of hO through 

h4. The row directions indicate CSD type filter coefficients that are expressed 

with 9 bits and columns indicate filter coefficients, respectively. That is, the filter 

coefficient of hO is 10N0010N0, which is a CSD type of coefficient. In Table 3, the 

row direction indicates shifting and column direction indicates delay. The first row 

and first column are defined by x1 as a reference point. 

The respective coefficient subexpressions are indicated by the following 

mathematical formula: 

ho:x2 = xi - xi » 2 + xi » 5 - xi » 7 

hi:x3 = -xi -xi » 2 + xi » 5 - xi » 7 

h2:x4 = Xi + xi » 2 + Xi » 5 - Xi » 7 

haixs = xi - Xi » 2 - Xi » 5 - xi » 7 

h4:x6 = xi - Xi » 2 + xi » 5 + xi » 7 

An output signal can be expressed by using the above-subexpression as 

follows: 

y = X2 + X3[-1] + X4[-2] + X5[-3] + X6[-4] + symmetry 

If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions such as described 
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above is designed by using a transposed direct form, tine configuration sliown in 

FIG. 3 is obtained. 

In FIG. 3, the lines T1 to T5 indicate taps like in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, the 

adders are indicated as the symbols Ai (i indicate natural numbers more than 0, 

the delayers Di, the input signal x, and the output signal y, respectively. In the 

drawing, a subtracter for performing subtraction is expressed by an adder, but 

the input terminal of the subtracter is designated by the symbol 

Referring to FIG. 3, the adders A1, A2 and A3 shown in the tap line T1 

perform additions of -1, -3, -6, -8 and design the coefficient hO, and the adders 

A4, A5 and A6 shown in the tap line T2 perform additions of -1, -3, -6 and -8 to 

implement the coefficient h1. The delayers D1 to D9 delay the outputs of the 

corresponding adders by a predetermined time in order to obtain the output 

signal y. 

The number of adders that are needed to design the filter shown in FIG. 3 

is as follows: 

First, 15 adders are needed to obtain each of the filter coefficients 

because each of 5 taps requires three adders to design each of the coefficients. 

In addition, 9 adders are needed and connected to the delayers so that addition 

operations are performed for the output. Accordingly, the total number of adders 

is 15+9=24. 

As shown In Table 3, since the subexpression of hO is similar to that of 

the other coefficients, but they cannot become a common subexpression, the 

number of additions cannot be reduced. Only when a method for decreasing the 

number of additions is obtained in such a subexpression can a low-power and 

high-speed filter be designed from the CSD type filter. 

The adders in the filter configuration shown in FIG. 3 can be somewhat 

reduced in number by using a common subexpression that is created from 

symmetry of filter coefficients. However, there remains a problem that a relatively 

large number of adders are still needed in the configuration. 

In the linear phase FIR filters as described above, the number of adders 

is reduced by using common subexpressions that are created by the symmetry of 



the coefficients. In contrast, the typical FIR filters employ a sharing method by 

which common subexpressions are detected in the coefficients and shared, as 

common subexpressions are not created by symmetry of the coefficients. Both 

the typical and linear phase methods share the concept that common 

subexpressions are included in filter coefficients. 

In FIR filter design using the canonical signed digit ("CSD") method, a 

common subexpression sharing method for reducing the number of adders being 

used has been being disclosed in the cun-ent field under the title of 

"Subexpression sharing". For example, a paper by Richard I. Hartley discloses 

"Subexpression sharing in filters using canonic signed digit multipliers" (IEEE 

Transactions on Circuits and Systems II: Analog and digital signal processing. 

Vol. 43, No. 10, pp. 677-688, October 1996). 

In addition, a high-speed FIR digital filter structure and a filter design 

method were disclosed by M. Yagyu, A. Nishihara, and N. Fujii, under the title of 

"Fast FIR digital filter structures using minimal number of adders and its 

application to filter design" (lEICE Transactions on Fundamentals, Vol. E79 A, 

No. 8, pp. 1120-1129, August 1996). 

The adders in the filter configurations as disclosed in the art references 

can be somewhat reduced in number by using common subexpressions that are 

created with symmetry of the linear phase filter coefficients. However, there 

remains a problem that the number of adders cannot be reduced as much as that 

desired for high-speed and low-power semiconductor chip designs. Thus, a new 

method is desired for decreasing the number of additions in such subexpressions 

in order to design a low-power and high-speed filter of the CSD type. 

As described above, the conventional art techniques have a problem that 

a high-speed and low-power designs are difficult to obtain because large 

numbers of addei^ are used therein. In digital filters that are designed using the 

CSD method where the number of adders serves to define a semiconductor 

design size and/or a process speed, improved techniques for minimizing the 

number of adders are needed. 

10 



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

These and other drawbacks and disadvantages of the prior art are 

addressed by a system and method for digital filtering that includes a method for 

implementing a digital filter having filter coefficients, each expressible as a 

canonical signed digit code word; where the method includes forming a virtual 

common subexpression that is relevant to a first filter coefficient, forming a 

second subexpression for a second filter coefficient In terms of the virtual 

common subexpression so that adders are shared with the virtual common 

subexpression in a tap line of the second filter coefficients; and the resulting 

digital filter receives digital samples of input signals, shifts the received digital 

samples by bit-shift values of filter coefficients that are defined relative to the 

virtual common subexpression, adds shifted digital samples to drive a common 

tap line, adds shifted digital samples to the output of the common tap line to drive 

a tap line corresponding to a filter coefficient, and delays an output signal 

component corresponding to a tap line. 

These and other aspects, features and advantages of the present disclosure will 

become apparent from the following description of exemplary embodiments, 

which is to be read in connection with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages of the present 

disclosure will be better understood from the following detailed description of 

preferred embodiments of the disclosure with reference to the drawings, in which; 

FIG. 1 is a structural view showing a canonical signed digit ("CSD") linear 

phase filter structure using a conventional common subexpression; 

FIG. 2 is a structural view showing a CSD linear phase filter structure 

using a conventional common subexpression; 

FIG. 3 is a structural view showing a CSD linear phase filter structure 

using a conventional common subexpression; 

FIG. 4 is a structural view showing an improved CSD linear phase filter 

structure according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; 

11 



FIG. 5 is a structural view showing an improved CSD linear phase filter 

structure according to another embodiment of the present disclosure; 

FIG. 6 is a structural view showing an improved CSD linear phase filter 

structure according to another embodiment of the present disclosure; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an intermediate frequency ("IF") digital signal 

processing part of a wireless receiver terminal to which embodiments of the 

present disclosure can be applied; 

FIG. 8 shows a structural view of filter subexpressions using virtual 

common subexpressions according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; 

and 

FIG. 9 shows a structural view of filter subexpressions using conventional 

common subexpressions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the following description, like reference numerals are used to denote 

like or equivalent elements or features in the several figures. In addition, 

exemplary specifications are disclosed to provide a thorough understanding of 

the present disclosure, although it shall be readily apparent to one of ordinary 

skill in the pertinent art that a working knowledge of the teachings of the present 

disclosure can be achieved without the particular exemplary specifications 

disclosed herein. A detailed description of well-known functions and structures 

will be omitted so as to emphasize several key points of the present disclosure. 

One feature or technical sprite of the present disclosure that will be 

described herein is that symmetry of filter coefficients or any random 

subexpressions that do not appear as 2's complement can be designed by using 

a virtual common subexpression. For example, if a common subexpression is bit- 

shifted, bit-added, or bit-inverted, it can be changed into an artificial 

subexpression, which is named a virtual common subexpression in the present 

disclosure. Accordingly, the term "virtual common subexpression" means a 

subexpression, which is originally not a common subexpression, designed and 

12 



changed into a common subexpression by using an existing common 

subexpression. 

Adders being used in tlie present disclosure all full adders having a 

plurality of input terminals, except in exceptional cases in which the adder is used 

for an early input. The full adder may comprise two half adders and one OR gate. 

The half adder typically comprises one exclusive OR gate and one AND gate 

connected thereto. A delayer may comprise a flip-flop or register. 

First, the creation of a virtual common subexpression by bit-shift 

operation will be explained below. Before or after the explanation, FIG. 4 may be 

compared with FIG. 1 to count the reduction in the number of adders. 

The following linear phase FIR filter of 14 taps is considered: 

H(z) = ho + hiZ-^+ h2Z^+ h3Z^+ h4Z-^+ h5Z-^+ h6Z^+ h7Z^+ hQZ^+ hsz^+ 

hioZ-^°+ hiiZ      hi2Z-^2+ h^32 13 

The above filter coefficients are expressed by the same CSD type as In 

Table 1. 

Accordingly, the coefficient subexpressions in Table 1 can be expressed 

by the following equations using hO. 

h1 :0100N0001 =0100N0010-000000001 

h2 : 0100N0100 = 0100N0010 + 000000010 

h3 : 01000N010 = 0100N0010 + 000001000 

h4 : 010N00010 = 0100N0010 - 000010000 

h5 : 0010N0010 = 0100N0010 - 001000000 

h6 : 1000N0010 = 0100N0010 + 010000000 

That Is, all the subexpressions may be expressed using a subexpression 

of 0100N0010, which Is a common subexpression hO. Therefore, the coefficient 

subexpressions as described above may be expressed by mathematical 

formulas as follows: 

13 



ho:x2 = Xi - xi » 3 + xi » 6 

hi:x3 = X2-xi »7 

h2:x4 = X2 + xi » 6 

h3:x5 = X2+Xi »4 

h4:x6 = X2 - xi » 3 

h5:x7 = X2-Xi »1 

heixs = X2 + xi 

An output signal may be expressed by using the above subexpressions 

as follows: 

y = X2 » 1 + X3[-1] » 1 + X4[-2] » 1 + X5[-3] » 1 + X6[-4] » 1 + X7[-51» 

1 + X8[-6]» 1 + symmetry 

If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions as described above is 

designed by using a transposed direct form, the configuration shown in FIG. 4 is 

obtained. 

In FIG. 4, the lines T1~T7 indicate taps, the adders are designated as the 

symbols Ai (i indicate natural numbers more than 0, the delayers as Di, the input 

signal as x, and the output signal as y, respectively. In the figure, the subtracter 

for performing subtraction is expressed by an adder, but the input tenninal of the 

subtracter is designated by the symbol 

Referring to FIG. 4, the adders A1 and A2 shown in the tap line T1 

perform additions of-1, -4, -7 and implement the coefficient hO, and the adder A3 

shown in the tap line T2 performs addition of -8 and the coefficient hO and 

implements the coefficient h1. The adder A4 shown in the tap line T3 performs 

addition of -7 and the coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h2. The adder 

A5 shown in the tap line T4 performs addition of -5 and the coefficient hO to 

implement the coefficient h3. The adder A6 shown in the tap line T5 performs 

addition of -4 and the coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h4. The adder 
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A7 shown in the tap line T6 performs addition of -2 and the coefficient hO to 

thereby implement the coefficient h5. The adder A8 shown in the tap line T7 

performs addition of -1 and the coefficient hO to thereby implement the coefficient 

h6. In these cases, it should be noted that the one-side tenninals of the adders 

A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 and A8 are commonly connected to the tap line T1 of the filter 

coefficient hO that operates as a common subexpression. The delayers D1 to 

D13 delay the outputs of the con-esponding adders by a predetermined time in 

order to obtain the output signal y. For example, the delay D1 has been storing 

the output of the adder A1 and provides it to an input of the adder A9 at the time 

that the output of the adder A3 is output. The delay D2 provides an input of the 

adder A10 with the output of the adder A9 stored when the output of the adder 

A4 is output. 

The number of adders that are used to design the filter shown in FIG. 4 is 

follows: 

The 8 adders A1 through A8 are used to implement the filter coefficients 

and the 13 adders A9 to A21, which perform addition of the output delayed by the 

delayers with the output in the tap lines, are used to obtain the output signal y. 

Accordingly, the total number of adders used is 8+13=21. In this way, if the 

virtual common subexpression is created by bit shift to construct the filter as 

shown in FIG. 4,6 adders can be deleted relative to the conventional 

configuration shown in FIG. 1. That is, 27 adders are used in the conventional 

configuration shown In FIG. 1, while in contrast, only 21 adders are used in the 

present configuration as shown in FIG. 4. 

The reason the number of the adders was reduced, as described above, 

is that in the conventional method, since the filter coefficients of hi through h6 

are not relevant to the common subexpression of hO, the filter coefficients of hi 

through h6 cannot be designed by using the common subexpression of hO, but 

must be designed by themselves, in contrast, in the present disclosure, all the 

random subexpressions to be designed, e.g., the filter coefficients of hi through 

h6, can be expressed by using the filter coefficient of hO, unlike the conventional 

method. 

15 



That is, it Is a new technique to change random subexpressions Into 

virtual common subexpressions through 1-bit shift of the existing common 

subexpression. As shown in the above formula, all the filter coefficients of h1 

through h6 can be expressed by adding one adder to a common subexpression 

ofx2. 

Therefore, in a digital filter having a plurality of filter coefficients that are 

expressed as CSD code words, the presently disclosed filter coefficient design 

method comprises designing the code word subexpressions for random filter 

coefficients out of the filter coefficients through the bit shift of the existing 

common subexpression. Accordingly, addition is performed through sharing the 

common subexpression in the tap lines of the random filter coefficients. 

In the case of the first embodiment of the present disclosure as described 

above, it is shown that the number of adders being used in filter design is 

reduced by 6, by creating a virtual common subexpression through the bit shift 

when compared with the configuration in FIG. 1, thereby achieving low-power 

and high-speed processing as well as reduction of the number of adders. 

As a second case, generation of a virtual common subexpression through 

a bit add will be explained below. As realized in the first embodiment, it may also 

be seen that a reduction of the number of adders is achieved in the embodiment 

of FIG. 5 versus the conventional filter of FIG. 2, prior to consideration of the 

following enabling description. 

Consideration is made of a linear phase FIR filter having 10 taps, as 

follows: 

H(z) = ho + hiz^+ h2Z^+ h3Z-^+ h4Z"^+ h5Z^+ h6Z-^+ h7Z^+ h8Z^+ hgz"^ 

The above- filter coefficients may be expressed by CSD type coefficients 

as described in Table 2. 

Each of the subexpressions in Table 2 may be expressed by using hO as 

follows: 
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h1 : 00N0010N = 10N0010N -10000000 

h2 :100001 ON = 10N0010N + 00100000 

h3 :10N0000N = 10N0010N - 00000100 

h4 :10N00100 = 10N0010N + 00000001 

That is, all the subexpressions can be expressed by using the hO 

subexpression as follows: 

ho:x2 = xi - xi » 2 + Xi » 5 - xi » 7 

hi:x3 = X2-xi 

h2:x4 = X2 + xi » 2 

h3:x5 = X2-Xi »5 

h4:x6 = X2 + Xi »7 

The output signal may be designated by using the above subexpression 

as follows: 

y = X2 + X3[-1] + X4[-2] + X5[-3] + X6[-4] + Symmetry 

If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions as described above is 

designed by using a transposed direct form, the configuration as shown in FIG. 5 

is obtained. 

In FIG. 5, the lines T1~T5 indicate taps, the adders are designated as the 

symbols Ai (i indicate natural numbers more than 0), the delayers as Di, the input 

signal as x, and the output signal as y, respectively. In the figure, the subtracters 

for performing subtraction are expressed by adders, but the input terminals of the 

subtracters are designated by the symbol 

Referring to FIG. 5, the adders AI, A2 and A3 shown in the tap line T1 

perform additions of -1, -3, -6 and -8 to implement the coefficient hO, and the 

adder A4 shown in the tap line T2 performs addition of -1 and the coefficient hO 

to implement the coefficient hi. The adder A5 shown in the tap line T3 performs 
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addition of -3 and the coefficient liO to implement tine coefficient h2. Tlie adder 

A6 shown in the tap line T4 performs addition of -6 and the coefficient hO to 

implement the coefficient h3. The adder A7 shown in the tap line T5 performs 

addition of -8 and the coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h4. 

The delayers D1 to D9 delay the outputs of the corresponding adders by 

a predetermined time in order to obtain the output signal y. For example, the 

delay D1 has been storing the output of the adder A1 and provides it to an input 

of the adder A8 at the time the output of the adder A4 is output. The delay D2 

provides an input of the adder A9 with the output of the adder A8 stored when 

the output of the adder A4 is output. In these cases, it should be noted that the 

one-side terminals of the adders A4, A5, A6, A7 are commonly connected to the 

tap line T1 of the filter coefficient hO that operates as a common subexpression. 

The number of adders that are used to design the filter shown in FIG. 5 is 

as follows: 

The total of 7 adders, A1 through A7, are used to implement each of the 

filter coefficients because 3 adders, 1 adder, 1 adder, 1 adder and 1 adder are 

used for the coefficients. The total of 9 adders, A8 to A16, are used to obtain the 

output signal. Accordingly, the total number of adders used is 7+9=16. In this 

way, if the virtual common subexpression is created by bit adds to construct the 

filter as shown in FIG. 5,4 adders can be eliminated relative to the conventional 

configuration shown in FIG. 2. That is, 20 adders are used in the conventional 

configuration shown in FIG. 2, while in contrast, only 16 adders are used in the 

present configuration shown in FIG. 5. 

The reason the number of the adders was reduced, as described above, 

is that in the conventional method, since the filter coefficients of h1 through h4 

are not relevant to the common subexpression of hO, the filter coefficients of hi 

through h4 cannot be designed by using the common subexpression of hO, but 

must be designed individually, while in contrast, in the present disclosure, all the 

random subexpressions to be designed, e.g., the filter coefficients of hi through 

h4, can be expressed by using the filter coefficient of hO, unlike the conventional 

method. 
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That is, it is a new technique to change random subexpressions into 

virtual common subexpressions through 1-bit adds of the existing common 

subexpression. As shown in the above formula, all the filter coefficients of h1 

through h4 can be expressed just by adding one adder to a common 

subexpression of x2. 

In the case of the second embodiment of the present disclosure as 

described above, it is shown that the number of adders being used in filter design 

is reduced by 4, by creating a virtual common subexpression through the bit add 

when compared with the configuration in FIG. 2, thereby achieving low-power 

and high-speed processing as well as a reduction of the number of adders. 

As a third embodiment of the present disclosure, the creation of a virtual 

common subexpression through the bit inversion will be explained below. 

A linear phase FIR filter having 10 taps is considered as follows: 

H(z) = ho + hiz'V h2Z-2+ h3Z-^+ h4Z-*+ h5Z^+ h6Z^+ h7Z-^+ h8Z^+ haz"^ 

The above-filter coefficients may be expressed by CSD expressions as 

described in Table 3. In the Table 3, the rows indicate filter coefficients of one 

CSD type expressed by 9 bits and the columns indicate the various coefficients 

used. That is, the coefficient of hO is 10N0010N0 as a CSD type. 

Each of the subexpressions In Table 3 may be expressed by using hO as 

follows: 

hi : N0N0010N0 = 10N0010N0 -100000000 

h2 : 1010010N0 = 10N0010N0 + 010000000 

hS : 10N00N0N0 = 10N0010N0 - 000010000 

h4 :10N001010 = 10N0010N0 + 000000100 

That is, all the subexpressions can be expressed using hO as a common 

subexpression, as follows; 
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ho:x2 

hi:x3 

h2:x4 

haixs 

Xi - Xi » 2 + Xi » 5 - xi » 7 

h4:x6 

X2-X1 »(-1) 

X2+X1 » 1 

X2 - Xi » 4 

X2+X1 »6 

The output signal may be expressed using tlie above-expressions as 

follows: 

y = X2 + X3[-1] + X4[-2] + X5[-3] + XeH] + symmetry 

If the FIR filter having coefficient subexpressions as described above is 

designed by using a transposed direct form, the configuration as shown in FIG. 6 

is obtained. 

In FIG. 6, the lines T1~T5 indicate taps, the adders are designated as the 

symbols Ai (I indicate natural numbers more than 0), the delayers as Di, the input 

signal as x, and the output signal as y, respectively. In the drawing, the 

subtracters for performing subtraction are expressed by adders, but the input 

terminals of the subtracters are designated by the symbol 

Referring to FIG. 6, the adders A1, A2 and A3 shown in the tap line T1 

perform additions of-1, -3, -6 and -8 to Implement the coefficient hO, and the 

adder A4 shown in the tap line T2 performs addition of an input signal and the 

coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h1. The adder A5 shown in the tap line 

T3 performs addition of -2 and the coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h2. 

The adder A6 shown in the tap line T4 performs addition of -5 and the coefficient 

hO to implement the coefficient h3. The adder A7 shown in the tap line T5 

performs addition of -7 and the coefficient hO to implement the coefficient h4. 

The delayers D1 to D9 delay the outputs of the corresponding adders by 

a predetermined time in order to obtain the output signal y. For example, the 

delay D1 has been storing the output of the adder A1 and provides it to an input 

of the adder A8 at the time the output of the adder A4 is output. The delay D2 
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provides an input of the adder A9 with tiie output of tiie adder A8 stored when 

the output of the adder A5 is output. In these cases, it should be noted that the 

one-side terminals of the adders A4, A5, A6 and A7 are commonly connected to 

the tap line T1 of the filter coefficient hO that operates as a common 

subexpression. 

The number of adders that are used to design the filter shown in FIG. 6 is 

follows: 

The total of 7 adders A1 through A7 are used to design each of the filter 

coefficients because 3 adders, 1 adder, 1 adder, 1 adder and 1 adder are used 

for the coefficients. The 9 adders A8 to A16 are used to obtain the output signal. 

Accordingly, the total number of adders used is 7+9=16. 

In this way, if the virtual common subexpression is created by bit 

inversion to construct the filter as shown in FIG. 6, 8 adders can be eliminated 

relative to the conventional configuration shown in FIG. 3. That is, 24 adders are 

used in the conventional configuration shown in FIG. 3, while in contrast, only 16 

adders are used in the configuration shown in FIG. 6. 

The reason the number of the adders was reduced, as described above, 

is that in the conventional method, since the filter coefficients of h1 through h4 

are not relevant to the common subexpression of hO, the filter coefficients of h1 

through h4 cannot be designed by using the common subexpression of hO, but 

must be designed by themselves, while in contrast, in the present disclosure, all 

the random subexpressions to be designed, e.g., the filter coefficients of h1 

through h4, can be expressed by using only the filter coefficient hO, unlike the 

conventional method. 

That is, the filter is designed by defining subexpressions that are identical 

to the 1-bit-inverted common subexpression as a virtual common subexpression 

and using the virtual common subexpression. As shown in the formula, all the 

filter coefficients of hi through h4 are expressed by adding one adder to the 

common subexpression of x2. 

In the case of the third embodiment of the present disclosure as 

described above, it is shown that the number of adders being used in filter design 
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is reduced by 8 when compared with the configuration in FIG. 3. Therefore, by 

creating a virtual common subexpression through the bit inversion, low-power 

and high-speed processing as well as a reduction of the number of adders is 

achieved. 

As described above, if filters are designed by creating a virtual common 

subexpression through the bit shift, bit add, and/or bit Inversion for any random 

subexpressions, reduction of the number of adders can be remarkably reduced 

compared with conventional methods. 

In the case where the above-described architectures are applied to a 

system shown in FIG. 7, reduction of the number of adders through the creation 

of a virtual common subexpression is explained below. 

In FIG. 7, an analog signal that Is received through the RF signal 

processor 10 is changed into a digital sample of predetermined bit by the analog 

to digital converter (ADC) 22 and provided to the first and second multipliers 24, 

25. The first and second filters 26, 27 perfonn filtering with a given specification 

to output the separately filtered signals I, Q to the signal processor 30.ln FIG. 7, 

when digital filters such as, for example, the first filters 26, 27, with the IF 

terminal specification of CDMA cellular phone systems are manufactured by CSD 

architecture techniques, sampling frequency of the filter Is predetermined by 

19.6608MHz, pass band frequency by 630 KHz, pass band ripple by 0.1 dB, stop 

band frequency by 1.2288MHz, and stop band attenuation by -40dB. 

Turning now to FIGs. 8 and 9, a linear phase FIR filter of 72 taps with the 

above specification Is explained below. 

Since the 72 filter coefficients are symmetrical, 36 filter coefficients need 

only be expressed, as shown in FIG. 9, according to a conventional common 

subexpression. This is contrasted with the case where the filter Is expressed by 

CSD type coefficients of 24-blt precision, but expressed as shown In FIG. 8 

according to a virtual common subexpression of the present disclosure. In FIG. 8 

and FIG. 9, "-1" is designated by "n". 

In FIG. 9, since the total number of Is or -Is is m=458, m-1=457 adders 

are needed when common subexpressions are not used. If only conventional 
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common subexpressions are used through linear phase symmetry, 229- 

1+36=264 adders are needed. However, if the filter is designed by sharing 

common subexpressions according to a conventional method wherein only 179 

adders are needed to implement the tap coefficients and 17 adders are needed 

to implement the output coefficients, 179+18-1=196 total adders are required as 

shown in FIG. 9. As also shown in FIG. 9, the common subexpressions are 

expressed with black-colored blocks and the numbers of adders (#) for designing 

the filter coefficients are indicated In a column direction in the right side of FIG. 9. 

Thus, FIG. 9 shows a common subexpression implementation requiring a total of 

196 adders. 

FIG. 8 shows a virtual common subexpression embodiment of the 

present disclosure with the number of adders saved as compared with the 

conventional filter of FIG. 9 Indicated in the "#" column, as follows: 

h1 : *00101 = *010rs bit shift (-1) 

h3 : *0100001 = *0100*01's bit add (-1) 

h7 : 10*00*0* = 10*0010*'s bit inversion(-2) 

h8 :100100*0*= 100100*01's bit inversion(-2) 

h12 : *000*0* = *000*01's bit inversion(-l) 

his : 101001 = 10101's bltshift{-1) 

h15 : *00*01 = *0*0rs bit shift(-1) 

his : *0*001 = *0*01's bit shift(-l) 

h19 :10*000* = 10*010*'s bitadd(-1) 

h20 : *010001 = *010*01's bit add(-1) 

h21 : *0010* = *010*'s bit shift(-1) 

h23 : *000101= *000*01's bit inversion(-1) 

h26 : *0*00* = *0*0*'s bit shift(-1) 

h29 :100100*0*= 100100*01's bit inverslon(-2) 

h30 :10*0010* = newly defined common subexpression(-3) 

h34 :10*00* = 10*0*'s bit shift{-1) 
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Thus, the number of adders required to implement the tap coefficients by 

the virtual common subexpression embodiment of FIG. 8 is 21 adders fewer than 

required for the more conventional filter of FIG. 9. 

As shown in FIG. 8, a reduction of 21 adders is achieved in the 16 

coefficients out of the total of 36 coefficients, which are indicated by parenthesis 

as shown in FIG. 8. In addition, the reduced number of adders relative to FIG. 9 

is shown in a column direction in the right side of FIG. 8, and the sum of the 

reduced number of adders to implement the tap coefficients is 158. Accordingly, 

as 21 adders are required to make a common subexpression in this application 

example, the total number of required adders is 21+158=178. 

As a result, referring to FIGS 8 and 9, it is shown that the total number of 

adders is reduced is reduced by 196-178=18 when compared with the 

conventional common subexpression method. 

Table 4 summarizes the aforementioned results. 

Table 4 

Method The number of adders % 

Direct design (m=458) 457 233.2 

Coefficient symmetry 264 134.7 

Conventional common subexpression (FIG.9) 196 100 

Virtual common subexpression (FIG.8) 178 90.8 

As described above, when the IF filter of the CDMA cellular phone 

system terminal is designed according to the presently disclosed architecture, a 

9.2% reduction in the number of adders is achieved compared with the CSD 

architecture that uses the conventional common subexpression method. 
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The virtual common subexpression architecture of the present disclosure 

may be used in other types of filters as well as in the linear phase FIR filters. In 

the foregoing, the present disclosure was described with reference to exemplary 

embodiments and the accompanying drawings. However, it is to be understood 

that the teachings of the present disclosure are not limited to the described 

embodiments or illustrations and may be changed, adapted or modified by a 

person of ordinary skill in the pertinent art. For example, the number of filter taps, 

the common subexpression creation and the virtual common subexpression 

creation through bit-shift, bit-add and bit-inversion can be changed or modified in 

response to design objectives. In addition, filters may be designed by realizing 

shift registers, adders, delayers and the like with software through a digital signal 

processor or microprocessor, in addition to or as an alternative to hardware. 

Accordingly, an advantage of the present disclosure using a virtual 

common subexpression provides a low-power CSD linear phase filter structure. 

Another advantage provides a filter design method by which the number of 

adding operations can be minimized. A further advantage provides a FIR filter 

having high-speed operation. An additional advantage provides a digital filter of 

low-power and high-speed operation and a filter design method by which area 

occupied by a corresponding circuit implemented in a semiconductor chip can be 

minimized with a con-esponding reduction in manufacturing costs. 

It is to be understood that the teachings of the present disclosure may be 

implemented in various fonns of hardware, software, fimiware, special purpose 

processors, or combinations thereof. Most preferably, the teachings of the 

present disclosure are implemented as a combination of hardware and software. 

Moreover, the software is preferably implemented as an application program 

tangibly embodied on a program storage unit. The application program may be 

uploaded to, and executed by, a machine comprising any suitable architecture. 

Preferably, the machine is implemented on a computer platform having hardware 

such as one or more central processing units ("CPU"), a random access memory 

("RAM"), and input/output ("I/O") interfaces. The computer platfonn may also 

include an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes 
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and functions described herein may be eltlier part of the microinstruction code or 

part of the application program, or any combination thereof, which is executed via 

the operating system. In addition, various other peripheral units may be 

connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit and a 

printing unit. 

It is to be further understood that, because some of the constituent system 

components and method function blocks depicted in the accompanying drawings 

are preferably implemented in software, the actual connections between the 

system components or the process function blocks may differ depending upon 

the manner in which the present disclosure Is programmed. Given the teachings 

herein, one of ordinary skill in the pertinent art will be able to contemplate these 

and similar implementations or configurations of the present disclosure. 

Although the illustrative embodiments have been described herein with 

reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the present 

disclosure is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various changes 

and modifications may be affected therein by one of ordinary skill in the pertinent 

art without departing from the scope or spirit of the present disclosure. All such 

changes and modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the 

present disclosure as set forth in the appended claims. 
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